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Note :* The sturJents are required to.attempt one questt::i"*

each Secti^on ii '" 
b; atta the compulsory quesuon'

SECTION-A

i. What is the software development life cycle ? Explain its
13

stePs in detail'

2. (a) Elaborate the technical and interpersonal skills required

for sYstem analYsts' 
'7

(b) Differentiate between open and closed system' 6

SECTION--B

3. (a) Expiain on the top-down ailproach to system planning--

what it *tu"'' it' ut" and its implication for s'vstem

develoPment'

{i:) "A data dictionary is a structured repository of data

t)

about data'" Discuss'

4. ia) I-ist an'C iitrustrate the primary uses and elements of a

cieeision table' 
:ments 

.l

ii:) Wh-v is it diffrcult to determine user requlre 
fi

iill;strate'
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5.

6.

.,

8.

9.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

SECTION-C

Elabc',rate on the steps taken in system testing that lead

to the user's acceptance of the system' 7

Distinguish betr.veen logical and ph-v-sical design of a

system. 6

What makes up a feasibility report ? How rvould you

change it ? ErPlain' 7

What levels of quality assurance must a system meet ?

Explain. 6

SECTION_D

(a) Explain the major activities in conversion' Which activity

is the most imPortant ? WhY ? 7

(b)Discussthesourcesofinformationusedinevaluating
hardware and software. Which source do you consider

the most reliable ? WhY t 6

(a) Briefly expiain the procedure and make-up of the

post-implementation review' 7

(b)Elaborateonthemajorplrasesinsoftu.areselection.
t)

(ComPulsory Question)

(a)Whatarethevariouselementsofsystemenvironment?

(b) Differentiate between reliability and security'

(c) What are the primary steps in interviewing ?

(d) What is raPPort ?

(e) Differentiate betrveen HIPO and IPO'

(0 What is the FIv{ concePt ?
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Note :- Attempt one question each from Sections (A to D)'

Question 9 (Section E) is compulsory' All questions carry

equal marks'

SECTION_A

1. What is floating point number ? Describe the storage of

floating Point numbers' 13

2. What do you rnean by error ? Explain different types of

errors in detail. 13

SECTION-B

4. What do you mean by Newton Raphson method ? Explain

with a suitable examPle' 13

SECTION-C

5.Whatisinterpolation?ExplainNeuton'sforwarddifference

3. What is the difference between direct

method to find solution of non-linear

ra'ith suitable exannPles'

method and iterative

equations ? ExPlain
13

13

of Newton's divided difference
raIJ

[Turn over

interpolation formula'

6. BroadlY, exPiain the use

interpolation formula.
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7.

SECTION-D

Define approximation. Explain Chebyshev polynomials in

detail. t3

8. How can you solve differential equations using Runga-Kutta

method ?

SECTION-E
(Compulsory Question)

9. Write short notes on the follorving :

(a) Euler's method

(b) Lagrange interPolation

(c) Gauss-Seidal method

(d) Birge-Vieta method

(e) Absolute error

(f) Transcendental equations.

13
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Note:_Attemptfivequestionsinall.selectoneqtrestioneachfrom
SectionsA-D. Section E is compulsory.'

SECTION-A

What do you mean by an algorithm ? What are the

characteristics of a good algorithm ? LIow do rve detenninc

the complexiq'ofan aigorithm ? Explain' 8

What are the major applications of data structures ? Illustrate

r.nith live examPies. 5

Write dor,vn an algorithm to input the elements in a f wo

Dimensional (2D) arra,v and then display the count of onl-v

those elements of array r'vhich are divisible by 5' 8

What is a stack ? What kinds of problems are solved using

stack data sffucture ? Give exampies'

SECTION-B

3. (a) \Vrite dorvn algorithms to insert elements into and delete

elements from a circular linked list' 8

(b) What is aheader linked list ? What kinds of operations are

nerfbrmed on header iinked list ? Discuss' 5

[Turn over
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(a)

1.

2.

(b)
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4. (a) write down algorithrns to perform folloudng operations on

a Queue (implemented using linear attay) :

(i) Insefi an item

(ii) Delete an item. 8

ft)WhatisaDoubl-vLinkedList?Horvisitrepresentedin
memory ? Hor.v does it differ lrom other types of linked

lists ? Describe.

SECTION__{

(a) Whar do you mean by Binary Tree ? Horv is it represented

in contiguous storage ? Brief out. Also show all the steps to

construct a Binary tree for following sequence of nodes :

7. 10^ 3. 6. 8. 4. 8

(b) Hor.v adjacency matrix is used to represent a graph in

memory ? l)iscuss. 5

(a) What is a graph ? What are various graph traversal

techniques ? Discuss them rvith the help of following graph

(Start from node A) :

5.

(b) What is a Binary Search Tree ?

tralerse it') Bricfl1 discuss.

What are different rva.vs to

5
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(a)7.

(b)

(a)8.

SECTION-D

Write downthe algorithm of Binary search. Howis Binary

search more efficient than Linear search ? Explain with an

example. 8

Draw a comparison between Selection sort and Bubble sorl

techniques. 5

How Divide and Conquer technique is used to perform

efficient sorting ? Describe with the heip of Quick Sort.

8

(b) List down the main steps followed to find a number with

Linear search. 5

SECTION-E

(Compulsory)

9. (a) What is push and pop in context of stacks ? 2

(b) What are the limitations of anays ? 2

(c) How is circular queue different from a simple queue? 2

(d) List anytwo appiications of linked lists. 2

(e) What do you rlean by depth of a binary tree ? 2

(0 Define the terms "Palh and"Cycle" in context of graphs.

z

(g) What is the time complexity of Merge sort algorithm ? 
.
I
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